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ABSTRACT
An Evaluation of the Comparative Effect of Chlorides
on the Deterioration of Reinforced Concrete Slab and

Concrete-Filled Grid Bridge Decks

Carl Angeloff , P.E.
Bridge Inspection Engineer

Pennsylvania Department Of Transportation
District 11-0

M.S.C.E. University of Pittsburgh, 1976

An assessment of the effects of deicing salts on the deterioration of  two
types  of bridge  decks  was  undertaken  in  this  investigation.  Forty-twc
reinforced concrete slab bridge decks on the Penn-Lincoln Parkway and
Interstate 79 were sampled and analyzed for chloride concentrations as
well as evaluated for physical distress in their riding surfaces. Eight con-
crete-filled bridge decks were similarly tested.

The  results  indicated  that,  although  concrete-filled  grid  decks  experi-
enced  high  chloride  concentrations,  no  physical  deterioration  was  evi-
dent  due  to  the  corrosive  effects  of  deicing  salts.  Reinforced  concrete
slab decks, however, exhibited a large percentage of surface spalling due
to excessive chloride concentrations.



STATEMENT  OF THE  PROBLEM

The major bridge deck deterioration problem is delamination of the con-
crete near the level of the top mat of reinforcing steel  and the  subse-
quent spalling of surface  concrete.  Research  has shown that  the  most
prevalent  cause of this distress is corrosion of the reinforcing steel due
to the intrusion of chlorides into the concrete from repeated deicer appli-
cations for snow and ice removal.

This research  has  led  to  the  development  of  methods  (waterproofing
membranes, polymer-impregnated  concrete, cathodic protection,  galva-
nized and epoxy-coated  reinforcing  steel,  etc.)  for obtaining  improved
durability of existing and future bridge decks. Currently the FHWA and
the various  transportation  agencies are  researching these methods  for

€       acceptance in construction and reconstruction of bridges.

Although  the  initial test  results  of  some of these new  procedures  are
encouraging, they do not provide the cure-all presently being sought.

In the meantime, millions of dollars of tax monies are being wasted on
bridge decks that may not last five years, not to mention the hardship
caused motorists and the economic effect on those communities served
by a bridge that must be closed to traffic in order to replace a deterio-
rated deck. A good example is the current reconstruction Of the Penn-
Lincoln Parkway in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Most research to date has been conducted on reinforced concrete slabs,
which are the most common type of bridge deck construction. And this
research has  been generally directed  at  stopping or abating  the  intru-
sion of chlorides into bridge  deck concrete.

Surprisingly little or no research has been conducted on different designs
that chlorides will not affect, especially since concrete-filled grid bridge
decks  have  been  in  existence over forty  years and  do  not  seem  to  be
suffering from the deteriorating effects of deicing salts.

Concrete-filled grid bridge decks have seen very limited use by highway
€       departments  throughout  the  United  States.  One  reason  may  be  that

they  were  generally  more expensive  than  the  conventional  reinforoed
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concrete slab. Also, a few of the earlier grid decks did not perform satis-
factorily due to inadequate welding of grids to supporting steel, splicing
details, and provision of transverse steel. This gave them a bad reputa-
tion and discouraged their use.

However, with the additional design features required to protect conven-
tional  slabs  from  salt  and  the  improved  design  details  of  grid  decks,
concrete-filled grid bridge decks are an economical solution to deteriora-
tion caused by deicing chemicals.

Therefore, the purpose of this research is two-fold.  First, this study will
evaluate the chloride concentration at  the depth  of  reinforcing steel  of
reinforced concrete slab and  concrete-filled grid  bridge decks.  The  lab.
oratory analysis of  concrete  samples  will  determine  whether  chlorides
are present in sufficient quantities to cause deterioration of both bridge
deck  types.  The  chloride  concentration  will  indicate  the  potential  for
corrosion and will be correlated to the physical survey of each  deck  to
determine whether deterioration  has occurred.

Secondly, this study will develop an awareness among responsible high-
way  officials  and  researchers that  there exists a  bridge-deck  type  that
has performed well  under the  debilitating  effects  of  chlorides  for  over
forty years. Also,  it  will  show  that concrete-filled  grid  decks  may  offer
the fastest and most economical  solution  to  the  bridge  deck deteriora-
tion problem.

The Corrosion Process
The  chloride  ion  does not attack  reinforcing  steel  in  concrete.  It  does,
however, provide the environment  for the  natural  conversion  of  iron  to
iron  (ferrous)  oxide, the predominant form in which it occurs in nature.

Reinforcing steel does not corrode in an uncontaminated  (no  chloride)
concrete because of the high pH  (twelve to thirteen)  afforded by the sol-
uble  calcium  hydroxide  (lime)  originally  present  in  the  cement.  This
high pH initially forces the formation of ferric oxide  (mill scale)  on the
surface  of the  steel.  This  oxide of  iron  is not  detrimental  because  the
reaction ceases after a surface film is formed and no further degradation
occurs. And., in fact, rebars have been observed with  original mill  scale
after twenty-five years in place.
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However, when  soluble chlorides  are  introduced  into  the  concrete, this

protective  high  pH  environment  begins  to  be  neutralized.  When  suffi-
cient chloride is present to clestroy the necessary alkalinity and the nor-
mal passivity of the iron, the natural transformation of iron to rust occurs
along with  its associated  increase  in  volume.  The affected steel  oxidizes
and expands two and one.half to fifteen times in volume. This expansion
cau.ses tensile  stresses  to  be  exerted  against  the  surrounding  concrete.
When these stresses exceed  the tensile strength of the concrete, delami-
nation and subsequent surface spalling occur.

The  entire  process  of  oxidation  has  been  duplicated  under  laboratory
t`onditions  at  the   Fairbanks   Research  Station,   MCLean,   Virginia,   a
facility of  the Office of Research,  Federal  Highway Administration.

The Fairbanks Station, after running time-percolation tests, determined
a corrosion profile based on the amount of chloride ion recoverable at the
top level of reinforcing steel for existing structures requiring reconstruc-
tion.  It  indicates the following:

(a)  A concrete deck containing less than  one pound of salt  per cubic
yard of concrete can almost surely be restored.  (The qualification
is necessary because other sources of deterioration may be causing
{lamage  simultaneously.)

(b)  With  between one and two pounds of salt per cubic yard of con-
crete, the deck may be salvageable.  Federal funds are allowed for
rehabilitation  work,  if  practical.

(a)  Decks containing more than two pounds of salt per cubic yard of
concrete should be scheduled  for replacement  at  an early date.(I)

Accortling to  FHWA policy, test results have generally established that
the  corrosion  threshold   (not  necessarily  destructive  corrosion)   is  ap-

proximately  1.0 to 1.3 pounds of free chloride per cubic yard at the level

€         t]f  the  rebars  for  typical  bridge  deck  concrete.  However,  2.0  pounds  is
ionsidered an adequate level for bridge deck replacement.(2)



Sampling Prceedure
A systematic procedure for investigating the quality of reinforced concrete
Slab and concrete-filled grid bridge decks was based on two parameters:

(a) chloride content;

(b) percentage of traffic lane area spelled.

Forty-one  reinforced  concrete  slab  bridge  decks  were  sampled  on  the
Penn-Lincoln Parkway and Interstate 79  (I-79).  Also,  one bridge  deck
on the Fort Duquesne Bridge  was  included because  its reinforced  con-
crete  slab  was  designed  with  a  waterproof  membrane.  Waterproofing
membranes are a product of some of the research completed to date on
methods  to  prevent  intrusion  of  chlorides  into  the  deck.  Test  results
will provide some insight into their effectiveness.

The Parkway bridges were chosen because of the comparative  variables
associated with their service life. All the bridges tested were constructed
similarly and experienced the same traffic conditions; most importantly,
it is reasonable to assume that relatively similar quantities of salt were
applied to all decks.

The I-79 structures were sampled for the same reasons as the Parkway
bridges. However, they have experienced a shorter salting period due to
their newer construction. Also, quality control during construction was
vastly improved during that period.

Therefore, it is hoped that their selection will provide  knowledge as to
the effects of chlorides  during  an  early  period  in  the  service  life  of  a
bridge deck. Also, their selection should show whether or not their con-
crete, resulting from better quality control, has  improved the ability of
bridge decks to retard chloride intrusion.

All  eight  concrete-filled grid  decks in  PennDOT's  engineering district
11-0, with a service  life greater than  one  year,  were  sampled.

The chloride content at the depth of reinforcing steel is the most impor-
tant parameter being evaluated in this study. The chloride content rep-
resents  a potential  for  the  corrosion  of  reinforcing  steel  even  without
further salt additions. It is important to understand that once the chlo-
ride content corrosion thrcsholtl has been  reachetl, this  docs not  mean
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that  active  corrosion is occurring.  It  does mean  that the potential  for
corrosion is there and that once the threshold has been reached, it is an
irreversible  process.

The second parameter will indicate, by documenting actual physical dis-
tress,  that.  the  corrosion  threshold  has  been  reached  and  that  active
corrosion is occurring. Physical distress is termed surface spalling.  Sur-
face spalling is defined as the separation and removal of relatively large
concrete  segments  from  the  deck  surface  that  impedes  riding  quality.

The top layer of deck reinforcement  is often exposed and examination
of the spalled area often indicates that the reinforcement is an integral

(      factor in the occurrence of the spall.

Surface spalling  is determined  as a percentage of the total  traffic  lane
area by  the following formula:

% spalled -
area of spalls
area of trafficlanes     (I)

Generally, a deck with greater than five per cent of its traffic lane area
s|)alled will  be  overlaid  with  an  asphalt wearing  surface  to  improve  its
riding quality. Decks with overlays will be designated as such in the per
cent spalled column of the test results tables. Decks with five per cent or

greater of the deck visibly spalled are considered to be undergoing exten-
sive active  corrosion.

Most, of the concrete-filled grid decks have asphalt overlays. This is due
t,() the slipperiness of the grid itself, because of the cupping action of the
coni.rete within each grid resulting from vehicle wear. The asphalt wear-
ing  surface  is  not  intlicative  of  surface  spalling.  In  fact,  none  of  the
testetl frrid decks exhil)ited si)alls, which was substantiated by reviewing
the  ]}ast  maintenanc`e  history  of  each  bridge.

Sample Acquisition
Collt`t`t ion ttf test sami]les c`onsists of recovering pulverized concrete dust

€.      T)articles  in  a  y.one one-half  inch  above  the  top  mat  of  reinforcing  steel.

First, ii reinl.orcjiig I)ar is located and its depth  is determined by using  a
Pat`homcter  (metal  detection  device).  A  rotary  percussion  drill  with  a
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three-quarter inch carbide steel-tipped bit is used to drill within one-half
inch  of the  reinforcing  bar.  A  vacuum  syringe  is  then  used  to  blow  all
the concrete dust from the hole.

A plastic aerosol can cap, approximately two and one-quarter inches in
diameter and with a hole large enough for the drill bit to pass through,
is placed over the drill hole.

The drill is then operated until the remaining one-half inch of concrete
is pulverized. The spiral action of the drill bit  lifts the concrete powder
from the bottom of the test hole  into the plastic cap.  A  sample  can  is

placed over the cap and the sample is collected.

Care must be taken to  instlre that the sample does  not  get wet  to  pre-
vent the  loss of free chloride  ion.

Testing Procedure
The procedure developed by H.  A.  Berman was use(I for  i]erforming  the
chloride analysis of the test samples.(3)

The dilute nitric acid extraction procedure  has proven  to  be  both  accu-
rate and rapid.  In  this  method,  the  total  chloride  ion  content  is  deter-
mined  by  dissolving  the  sample  in  I   +   16  nitric  acid  (one  volume  of
reagent-grade nitric acid plus sixteen  volumes of  distilled  water) ,  filter-
ing and titrating with  the aid of a chloride-selective electrode. The accu-
racy of  the method is within 0.5  i]er c`ent of  the chlori(le I)resent  and the
estimated  sensitivity is 0.02 mg. chloride.

General Bridge Deck Construction Information
Reinforced Concrete Slab
In  general,  the thickness of c`oncrete covering  over the  top  mat of  rein-
forcing  has  been  specified  to  be a  minimum  of one and  one-half  to  two
inches,  depending  on  the  date the  bridge  was  constructed.

As an indication of ina(lequate quality control (luring c.onstruction of the
fifty-three bridges investig.atetl  (es|)ecially I.he  Parkway I)ridges),  actual
thic`kness of the conc.rete cover ranged from  zero to a maximum of three
and one-quarter inches.
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Normally,  the  decks  have  been  t`onstructed  of  concrete  having  six  to
seven sacks  (ninety-four pounds eat.h)  of cement per cubic yard, and a
water-c.ement ratio of five to six gallons per sack of cement. The concrete
is designed  to i]rovide a  slump of two and  three-quarter inches plus  or
minus three-quarters of an  inch.

Cement concrete is tlesignetl with an air content of five and one-half per
cent plus or minus one and one-half pei` cent in  the plastic state.

Concrete-Filled Grid
Grid  flooring  is made  in a wide range of depths and grid spacings. The
cement  concrete criteria  ai`e .similar  to  that  for  the  reinforced  concrete
slab  design.

This deck type has not seen widespread usage in the past. Research done
by Hasija indicates that nine hundred and sixty-seven bridges, utilizing
over six million square feet of conc`i`ete-filled grid decking, are currently
in  service  in  the  United  States.t4l

Grid  flooring's limited use  is further substantiated  by the  fact  that ap-

proximately  foul.  million  square  feet  of  this  is  accounted  for  by  only
eighteen bridges.

DISCUSSION  OF  RESULTS

The analysis ol.  the  (lata  ol)tained  for  this  study  will  proc.eed  with  two
obje(`ti\'L`s in mind. The first  one will concern  itself with  the actual chlo-
i`itle  i.tjntcnt  of  the  t`\'o  tyi]es  ol.  tlec.ks  tested  and  whether  these  values

iirc  .suflic`icnt  to  t`ausc  (`orrosion.  The  sec`ond  will  deal  with  the  actual

ijhysit`al  clrec`t  of  high  i.hlorj(le  conc`entrations  on  each  deck  type.

Al.io, ds a  result of this reseai`i.h, some insibrht  will be provided in  the ef-
f{,`i.tit.cness of waterproofing mem!)ranes in preventing chloride intrusion.

/rl`hL.  test  I.L..sults  l'oi.  Uie  {.on(.I.cte-rille(I  hrrid  (leeks,  Parkway  decks,  and

I-7`J  liridgL.  dot.ks  ai.L.1tj{.atcd  in  'raljl.is  I,  2,  and  3,  respectively.
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The average chloride concentration for all  the Parkway bridges is 4.977
pounds of chloride per cubic yard of concrete. The average coefficient of
variation is sixty-three per cent. The high coefficient of variation reflects
the  large  deviation  in  the  depth of concrete cover  over  the  reinforcing
steel of all the decks.

Research indicates that for each additional inch of depth, the chloride
content would be reduced by approximately one-half.(5)

Therefore, with the depth of cover ranging from zero to three and one-
quarter inches in some decks, the chloride concentration would also vary
greatly.

The Parkway decks on L. R. 765, L. R. 766  (with the exception of bridge
Numbers  5,  6,  and  7)  and  L.  R.  764  were  all  constructed  during  the
beginning  of  the  ``bare  pavement  policy"  and  registered  the  highest
mean chloride concentration of 5.880 pounds of chloride per cubic yard
of concrete.  Their mean coefficient of variation is sixty-one per  cent.

Only three of the eighteen bridge decks in this group had concentrations
of less than two pounds. Bridge Number 1, alter twenty-three years in
service, contained only 0.570 pounds of chloride and no surface spalling.

No  explanation  can  be  offered  for  this  since  areas  of  high  steel  were
present.

The bridge decks on L.R.  187 PAR and L. R. 766, Numbers 5, 6, and 7,
were constructed in the carly sixties and contained a mean chloride con-
centration  of  4.00  pounds  of  chloride.  The  surface  spalls  varied  from
three to forty-five per cent of the traffic lanes. In general, all decks were
in  poor  condition.  The  mean  coefficient  of  variation  of  this  group  is
sixty-four per cent.

The  bridge  decks  on  L.  R.  1016  were  constructed  between  1965  and
1973.  These decks  represent  a  more advanced  period  in  highway  con-
struction techniques.

The mean chloride concentration of these decks is 1.680 pounds of chlo-
ride per cubic yard of concrete, with a coefficient of variation of thirty-.
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six per cent. The coefficient of variation closely approximates that found
by  other  researchers  and  reflects  the  more  uniform  depth  of  concrete
cover resulting from  I)etter quality c`ontrol  during  construction.

Twenty-seven  per  cent  of  the  twenty-two  decks  tested  show  chloride
concentrations greater than two pounds of chloride. Two of these decks
are  only  five  years  old.

In general, the decks are in good  conclition.  The largest amount of sur-
face  spalling  is  on  bridge  Number  32,  with  one  per  cent  of  its  area
spalled, which corresponds to the largest chloride concentration of 8.110

pounds of chloride per cubic yard of concrete.

The  mean  chloride  concentration  of the  concrete-filled  grid  decks  was
3.880 pounds of chloride with a  coefficient of variation  of thirty-six  per
cent.  This  value  is  the  same  as  for the structures  on  L.  R.  1016.  Con-
crete-filled grids do  not  contain  reinforcing  steel,  and  since  the grid  is
exposed at the surface', all samples were collet`ted at a one and one-half
inch  depth.  This  resulted  in  more  consistent values  than  the  Parkway
bridges.

Note that of the three decks with less than two pounds of chloride, two
were in service less than three years. Therefore, disregarding these two
decks, a more representative mean chloride concentration is 4.960 pounds
of chloride. This is equivalent to the average chloride concentrations of
4.977 pounds of chloride for  all the Parkway bridges. Even though the
average chloride concentrations of the Parkway and concrete-filled grid
decks are equal, the surface spalling problem experienced by them differs
widely.

None of the grid decks exhibited any signs of physical  distress in their
deck surface. On the contrary, all Parkway decks, with the exception of
bridge  Number  1,  exhibited  from  moderate  to  severe  surface  spalling.
The problems experienced by the Parkway decks are further substanti-
ated by the $130 million Parkway Safety Update project that will even-

t         tually replace ninety-five per cent of the reinforced concrete slab decks
of the mainline bridges.
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The good durability of concrete-filled grid decks in a chloride environ-
ment .is dramatically illustrated by bridge Number 43 shown in  Figure
1. This deck has  been  in  service for  forty-two  years  and  contained  a
mean chloride concentration of 10.490 pounds of chloride per cubic yard
of concrete. This was the second highest concentration determined.  Fig-
ure 2 is a close-up view of the grid deck of bridge Number 43 and shows
the remarkably good condition of the deck even though rust staining is
evident on the concrete.

Figure 3 shows a deck view of bridge Number 46. After forty-four years
in service and containing a mean chloride concentration of 2.902 pounds
of chloride, the deck is in generally very good condition.

There is not a reinforced concrete slab  bridge deck in existence with  a         ,)
similar service life and located in a chloride environment that can boast
such accomplishments.

This study did n'ot attempt to investigate the reasons why concrete-filled
grid  bridge  decks  are  able  to  resist  the  corrosive  effects  of  chlorides.
However, this researcher believes there are three probable explanations
for their effectiveness.  First,  the reason that surface  spalls do  not  de-
velop is that, upon corrosion Qf the steel grid, each concrete cube within
that grid experiences compressive forces. Unlike the tensile forces that
cause the concrete covering of reinforced concrete slabs to break out, the
compressive forces acting within a grid keep them in place.

Secondly, since a grid deck is welded to the stringers and floorbeams at
every bar, a continuous system is developed. Unlike reinforced concrete
slabs that have discontinuous top and bottom mats of reinforcing steel,
grid decks are grounded to the bridge floor system throughout the entire
length of the structure. Thus,  stray  currents are  less likely to  develop
and the problem of differences in potential between top and bottom mats
of reinforcing steel does not exist. Differences in potential cause currents
to flow.

Thirdly, grid flooring is grounded due to its connection to the floor sys-          )
tern, which is in contact with the superstructure and subsequently con-
nected with the ground by the substructure.
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Bridge Number 31 was tested to evaluate the effectiveness of a water-
proofing membrane in preventing the intrusion of chlorides into bridge
deck concrete. The mean chloride concentmtion is 0.244 pounds of chlo-
ride per cubic yard of concrete with a coefficient of variation of 152.0 per
cent. The high coefficient of variation is probably due to localized breaks
in the prembrane that allowed chlorides to penetrate these locations. It
should be noted that fifty per cent of the samples indicated zero chloride
and the largest concentration determined was 1.333 pounds of chloride
per cubic yard of concrete. No signs of physical distress were evident on
the asphalt wearing surface.

It is realized that one bridge deck installation cannot be used to judge
the effectiveness of waterproofing membranes. However, since the devel-
opment of membranes is relatively new and this was the only installation
with more than a few winters of deicing salts placed on it, it will provide
some insight into their usefulness.

Conclusions
The following conclusions can be dmwn from the work carried out  in
this research:

(a) The chloride  concentrations  found in concrete-filled  grid  bridge
decks are sufficient to initiate corrosion  of the steel  grid.  How-
ever, none of the grid decks tested exhibited any surface spalling.

(b) The chloride concentrations found in the reinforced concrete slab
decks of the Parkway bridges are sufficient to initiate corrosion
of the reinforcing steel. As indicated by the physical condition of
the  majority of these  bridge  decks,  surface spalling is  a  serious
problem.

(c) The chloride concentrations in the reinforced concrete slab decks
of the bridges located on L. R. 1016 indicated that twenty-seven
per cent of.the decks sampled contained chlorides in amounts suf-
ficient to initiate reinforcing steel corrosion.  However,  since  the
oldest deck is only eleven years old and all decks are in generally
good condition, it is concluded that these bridge decks are merely
undergoing the preliminary phases of steel corrosion and surface
spalls have not had sufficient time to develop.
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(d) The waterproofing membrane installed on one reinforced concrete
slab deck did  not  prevent  the intrusion of chlorides  into  bridge
deck concrete.

The single most important conclusion that can be made from this study
is the fact that concrete-filled grid bridge decks are effective in providing
long serviceability in chloride environments. This is accomplished with-
out the help of waterproofing membranes, galvanization,  or any of the
other by-products of research designed to prolong  bridge deck life.

A  review  of two  bridge  biddings  in  October,  1975  indicates  that  con-
crete-filled grid decks are economically competitive with reinforced con-
crete slabs.

The hid price received for the reinforced concrete slab decks of the Park-
way  West  Safety  Update  Project  (which  includes  bridge  Numbers  1
through  4)  was $11.63  per square  foot.  This  includes galvanized  bars
and a waterproofing membrane.

The  low  bid  received  for  the  replacement  of  bridge  Number  44  was
$12.00 per square foot  for a  concrete-filled grid  deck.  Considering  the
proven  advantages  of  grid  decks  in  chloride  environment,  the  extra
thirty-seven cents per square foot  is a good  investment.

12



Recommendations for Further Research
Based on the results of this thesis, the following  recommendations for
additional research  are  made:

(a) Studies should be conducted to determine why concrete-filled grid
bridge decks are not affected by  chlorides,  even  though the top
surface of the steel grid is exposed to direct salt applications.

(b) An  experimental  bridge  deck  project  should  be  undertaken  to
construct a reinforced concrete slab deck with continuity of rein-
forcing  steel  between  top  and  bottom  mats  and  also  between
spans. Furthermore, grounding of the reinforcing steel to the floor
system  can  be  accomplished  by  connecting  both  mats  to  the
stringer and floorbeam shear connectors used in composite design.
This would  reduce the  differences  in  potential  between  the  top
and  bottom mats of  reinforcing  steel  and  also  would  provide  a
good ground with the bridge.

(c) Potential measurements of grid decks  should  be made to deter-
mine what voltages are present from the ongoing corrosion, if any,
of steel grids.  If corrosion voltages are greater than 0.350  volts,
then corrosion is well under way and should be reflected by surface
spalling.
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SECTION..A.A..       Cfloss  B^fls  "A"

Part plan of a standard 5-inch 4-way steel-grid  bridge-decking system.
Plan and cross-sectional details of a heavy-duty diagonal grid design sys-
tem suitable for deck rehabilitation or new bridge construction.  Fabri-
cated  of either ASTM  A-36  or  ASTM  A-588  high-strength  corrosion-
resistant Steel, a concrete-filled steel-grid deck provides a smooth riding          )
surface,  corrosion  resistance  and  less  dead  weight  than  a  comparable
reinforced concrete slab deck.
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Grid cross-section concrete filled. Steel-grid bridge decking is made in a
wide range of depths and  spacings, and  different  configurations  can  be
designed for complete or partial fill in specialized applications.  (Shown
is partially filled grid.) Cut-away of a heavy duty grid shows positions of
grid members and reinforcing bar sections in relation to concrete fill vol-
ume.  Concrete  used  with  steel  grid  systems  meets  criteria  similar  to
those for reinforced concrete slab decks.

FIGURE  1.    L. R. 04026,Station 422  + 72
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FIGURE  2.    L.R. 04026,Station422 + 72    Close-upview

FIGURE  3.    Tenth street Bridge
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